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                Book your flu vaccine online now

            
        
    
    
    


    
        
            You can now book your 2024 flu vaccine online through Book My Vaccine. Group bookings will be available from 2 April.

The flu vaccine is available from 1 April. It is recommended for everyone over 6 months old. It is free for pregnant people, over 65s, and for lots of other people.
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                There are many ways you can get the right care and advice for you and your whānau when you feel unwell, have an injury or a health concern.
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        Protect yourself from measles

    
    

    
        
            We are starting to see more measles in Aotearoa. Get the latest information about locations where you may be at risk, and how to protect yourself.

Measles locations of interest

Measles vaccine
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                View transcript for Measles with Dr Hina Lutui
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                    About measles and the vaccine

We know that measles is actually really really contagious.

If one person is infected, you can actually spread it to around 15 to 18 people and it's not a nice disease to have it can make you feel really sick and awful.

Quite often people can end up in hospital because they're so sick and unwell from the infection.

There is no real good treatment to be honest, so the best thing that you can do is actually get vaccinated so you get your body ready to fight off the infection.

If you're all protected, so if I'm vaccinated, every one of my family is vaccinated and someone comes to the house and they've got measles or mumps they actually don't pass it on to us, because the vaccine has actually helped protect us from actually getting the measles, or if we do get it we fight off so well that we don't spread it around we don't give it to other people.

How does the measles vaccine work? What are the side effects?

The vaccine which protects us against measles comes in a combination it's called the MMR.  

So measles, mumps, rubella so you actually get protected against 3 different diseases at the same time, which is great news.

MMR vaccine is supposed to stimulate your body to be able to fight off infection if it sees the disease in real-time and so that potentially means that you can have some of those side effects that occur when you are vaccinated.

Getting a temperature that you may actually get a rash afterwards for the vaccine that's actually quite common.

Some people might find their glands actually go up after having the vaccine and some people they can have a little bit of an achy body.

For some people the symptoms may occur in the first few hours, for others it can occur up to a week or two weeks later, but actually they stay well with it, so despite having some mild side effects they actually stay very well.

What should I do if I'm not sure if I have had a measles vaccine?

So if you're not sure if you're vaccinated or not then just talk to your GP or GP nurse, they'll be able to look it up on their system.

Sometimes you may have had your childhood imms book. We can have a look through there and see if you've had the full vaccinations because you only need 2 doses to be fully vaccinated.

But even if we're not sure, if we can't find the records or we think you might be partially vaccinated. It actually does you no harm to have an extra vaccination.
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                    Get your health information in one place with My Health Record. You can view immunisation records for yourself and your children, COVID-19 test results, and report your RAT result.
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